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vmware’s horizon is a multi-platform solution for pc, mac, and devices. as a platform it enables it administrators to manage desktops and mobile devices without having to control physical devices. a single user can have a number of virtual devices including desktops, applications, and web applications. choose the deployment
location. the installation guide indicates the disk space required for esxi installation. esxi 6.5 requires at least 20 gb of disk space available in the local disk for installation. note: do not use any storage device that does not have sufficient disk space for esxi installation. this is for an alternative approach to the vmware network

bridge. the xcp-ng bridge is aware of the vmware vswitch id, but it does not know the mac address of the network interface used to create the vswitch. thus, use arping to obtain a network address that will not conflict with anything else in the active address space. the first step is to create your hardware raid array or lun and to
format it. for the rest of this document, assume that /dev/sdc is the name of your hardware raid array that you created by running the iscsiadm command. this will be used for storage boot devices. create a filesystem on it with mkfs. /dev/sdc . after that, add it to the config. if you did that right, the vlan structure should be similar to
this: in each of these scenarios, if the vm has been rebooted since setting up the resources previously, the resources must be setup again using the proper method for the new version. in particular, if the vm has been upgraded from a previous version of sbds, the ovirt-engine-automation will need to be started again and the ovirt-

engine-automation.xml file modified (note this file will be available at /etc/xen/ovirt-engine-automation.xml).
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creating new vms in vcenter server is a straightforward process. for example, you can add three virtual machines to your vsphere environment. once you’ve created the new vms, you can start the new vms immediately by clicking on the green start button on the top-right corner of the vm’s main window. however, creating new
vms just once is not enough. for example, you can create a new vm for user 1, but you’ll need to create the new vm from scratch again for user 2 and 3. the problem is there’s no way to tell how many vms you’ll need for your lab or how big your lab will grow. managing vms in a test lab can be a tedious task. one way to manage

your virtual machines is to use a single virtual machine as a server, called an appliance, and add one or more virtual machines to that appliance as the lab users. for this tutorial, we’ll focus on how to create vmware vcenter server appliance (vca). vmware vcenter server appliance is designed to act as a web-based interface into the
virtual infrastructure of vmware. vcenter server appliance is used to manage vsphere environment and build and deploy virtual environments. this way, users can log in to the vca appliance and manage their test lab environment. it’s possible to add some additional features by installing other software like licensing tools, user

management tools, and veeam backup. vcenter server appliance is based on vmware vcenter server enterprise, which provides a secure web-based management console to administer all aspects of your vmware environment, including managing users and their access permissions, tasks, and configurations. 5ec8ef588b
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